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Ham & all the fixings!
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Please bring a donation for:
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Saskatoon Pregnancy Options Centre
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in our Easter worship time.
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As the "Penner" sisters we grew up on a small farm in the
Hague area. Our dad was a working carpenter/contractor
and minister in a country church; so we grew up hearing
The Word, learning how to work, and singing gospel
songs. We still love the hymns and traditional music.
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Laura Neufeld works for the TD Canada bank, sews in
her spare time, plays the keyboard and sings the low alto.
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Maryann Froese is retired from a nursing career, loves to
paint, spends time with her 9 grandchildren and sings the
middle alto.
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Linda Wiebe is retired from a teaching career, loves to
Scrap Book and sings the soprano for the trio.
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We all live in Saskatoon now, and enjoy singing to a
variety of Seniors whereve live. We have been very
blessed of the Lord and want to share of His Amazing
Grace and Love for each one of us.
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